6-8 Grade Choir Classroom Expectations

- Being a member of choir is being a **member of a team**. We must work together for our team to be successful and accomplish our goals. **Teamwork** takes **cooperation, courtesy** and **commitment**.

- **Everyone is important** to the team and **everyone has responsibilities** to the team. These responsibilities include: Put forth your **best effort at every choir class** with a positive attitude.

- Show **respect for the director, other members of the ensemble, and yourself**. Show respect for the choir room, the equipment and the music.

- **Be on time** to all rehearsals and performances.

- **Be prepared** with music binder, pencil, warm-ups/choir music, and be in your assigned seat when it is time for class to begin.

- **Be responsible** for all classroom materials including music, written work, handouts, permission slips, etc. (label and mark with a pencil all your music or papers when asked)

- **Pay attention** and **do not talk** (unless you are given permission) **during choir class** or when another section is rehearsing.

- **No gum or food in class** (water bottles are allowed).

- **Listen quietly** when your teacher is talking or if another student has been called to speak.
6-8 CHOIR PROCEDURES if student is NOT following CHOIR EXPECTATIONS in Class...

STEP ONE:
One warning (verbal)

STEP TWO:
KTEC Reflection Sheet is handed to student if not following expectations after first warning (student and teacher must fill out reflection sheet in class)
Parent/guardian is notified on the same day a reflection is given via phone call or e-mail.

NOTE:

Choir students are only seen two times a week for approximately 25-30 minutes each time. It is important that all students participate and give forth their best effort. I will give my best effort as their choir teacher to ensure that students are working in a positive musical environment. I will also give my best effort to personally communicate with students about any behavior issues that arise during the school year and create a solution together.